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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Happy Father's Day — we will be remembering Dad this Sunday. 4 
Hey, DAD, show some leadership and come on out to the 5 
Lighthouse.  6 
Proverbs 29:2 "When the righteous are in authority, the people 7 
rejoice: but when the wicked beareth rule, the people mourn." 8 
Proverbs 29:12 "If a ruler hearken to lies, all his servants are 9 
wicked." As a corollary to this divine precept: If the ruler is the 10 
LIAR then his wicked servants are given cover to work their evils 11 
upon the kingdom. When we put the wicked into power, the 12 
people mourn— 13 
Proverbs 28:15 "As a roaring lion, and a ranging bear; so is a 14 
wicked ruler over the poor people." (Poor here speaks of the weak, 15 
the needy—the people who are easily preyed upon by wicked 16 
rulers.) 17 
Fathers—Stand up for your family and protect them from these 18 
wicked rulers. Start by LEADING your family back to GOD. 19 
[The DEVIL Beware…] 20 
Devils & Diseases — why you do not need to fear either devils or 21 
disease. I do a lot of work in the area of spiritual warfare—it is very 22 
revealing that Jesus introduced the KINGDOM OF GOD by 23 
demonstrating His power over devils and diseases. Jesus is KING 24 
of the earth—He has given us power over DEVILS and DISEASE 25 
— believers need not be afraid. But they do need to exercise their 26 
DIVINELY appointed authority and by FAITH bring CHRIST'S 27 
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AUTHORITY to bear down on the wicked. Something I'll talk 28 
about some more at the conclusion of today's BRAIN MASSAGE. 29 
You don't need to fear Diseases: We are getting closer every day to 30 
the truth about what the wicked rulers have been and are up to 31 
with this Pandemic: very interesting information coming out about 32 
COVID-19 operation. Stay tuned! 33 
And then the DEVILS — the devious plot to burn down America 34 
as an offering to the "chaos god." 35 
And finally the protection that is available for you and your family 36 
from devils and diseases. It's time for your Brain Massage®. 37 
[TRUTH] 38 
So — where do we go from here? We are getting closer to the truth 39 
every day: very interesting news coming out about this. 40 
Fauci says, "it's a bit of a stretch" to say he covered up the Wuhan 41 
leak hypothesis. But, only a bit! Which part of the allegation is the 42 
"bit" that is a "stretch"? Is it the bit about him being apprised of this 43 
early on by fellow professionals—revealed in emails lately released? 44 
Surely he is not talking about the "bit" about him expressing fear at 45 
the very beginning of the outbreak that the American people were 46 
going to conclude this came from the Wuhan lab. Why would they 47 
conclude that? 48 
Or perhaps the "bit of a stretch" he is talking about is the bit about 49 
the American people discovering he authorized continued funding 50 
of gain of function research in the Wuhan lab after the US 51 
Congress withdrew all funding for such research in 2014. Or the 52 
fact that we now know he knew this research was ongoing. Is that 53 
the reason when the outbreak broke he was concerned the 54 
American people would think it came from Wuhan? 55 
What's that you say? Oh, he was being sarcastic? Well, it's hard to 56 
tell with liars. 57 
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And when he said in private communications that masks will not 58 
block a virion — that was before he decided masks should be 59 
required, even on children — and because of his massive medical 60 
knowledge and scientific expertise — I mean, this is the guy who 61 
declared anyone daring to question him was questioning science — 62 
so it's probably safe to say he knows children require more oxygen 63 
than adults and inhibiting their intake is, well, BAD FOR THEM 64 
— and that reducing oxygen intake for anyone dampens natural 65 
immunity — and, oh, did you hear the "bit" — about the mother 66 
who noticed rashes developing on the faces of her children from 67 
wearing the masks all day at school, who gathered some other 68 
parents who all decided to send their children's masks to a Lab 69 
(this resulted in a University of Florida study) and it was shown 70 
that these masks were contaminated with pneumonia, tuberculosis, 71 
meningitis sepsis, karatitis (inflammation of the cornea caused by a 72 
fungus), food poisoning, lyme disease, dipthyeria, legionaires 73 
(leprosy)—yeah, bacteria, parasites, fungi — BUT NO VIRUSES 74 
WERE DETECTED ON THE MASKS. 75 
By the way these masks had been freshly laundered or new, and 76 
worn five to eight hours — this is ONE DAYS accumulation — 77 
THEY ARE LYING when they tell you these masks stop a virus. 78 
And they are lying by omission when they fail to warn you about 79 
the down side of masking. 80 
Also, an unworn mask was tested as a control and NO 81 
PATHOGENS WERE FOUND ON THE CONTROL TEST. 82 
Now, folks, THIS IS SCIENCE! Not these quacks who make 83 
DECLARATIONS like, well, we are concerned about the 84 
consequences of masks on children but the masks have reduced the 85 
spread of COVID — these quack doctors should be SUED for 86 
malpractice! Dr. Nicole Saphier — show me the study. What do 87 
you base your stipulation that masks have effectively mitigated the 88 
spread of COVID? 89 
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Oh, you went and read other DECLARATIONS by other 90 
"establishment" doctors. Not good enough! Cite the STUDY. Cite 91 
the SCIENCE. SCIENCE is not statements made by scientists. 92 
There are honest Scientists and there are lying scientists. Like the 93 
one who tell you macro-evolution has been proved. They have 94 
been lying to us and to our children, for decades—LIARS. They 95 
work for the WICKED RULERS that listen to lies, and LYING 96 
RULERS that pay public employees for PERPETRATING their 97 
LIES. 98 
Science is NOT something a "scientist tells you." Science is in the 99 
RESEARCH — the RCTs (Randomized Controlled Trials), single 100 
and double blind clinical trials, placebo and/or alternate 101 
medication controlled trials. Remember? Hypothesis —> 102 
experiment —> conclusion — REPEAT! Remember? Ask a 103 
question, collect data by background research, construct a 104 
hypothesis, test with an experiment —> test your experiment 105 
procedure, is it working? Yes or No! If No — Troubleshoot the 106 
procedure carefully check and recheck all steps. If the procedure 107 
works —> Analyze the DATA it produces; does it line up with 108 
Hypothesis. It does? Good! Draw TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS. 109 
REPEAT the experiment, do the results match tentative conclusion 110 
again? Awesome! —> Publish your findings and wait for your 111 
Nobel Prize nomination. Results do not align with your hypothesis, 112 
or only partially align —> return to the "drawing board" — but 113 
publish your work anyway to help others avoid this rabbit trail. 114 
Then, ask new questions, form a new hypothesis, establish an 115 
experimental procedure to test the new hypothesis —>  116 
DO THE WORK! We are talking about children's LIVES — we are 117 
talking about depriving people of fresh air, sticking a dirty face 118 
diaper over their mouth and nose for five and even eight hours 119 
PREMISED on a SCIENTISTS STATEMENT — a statement that 120 
CONTRADICTS all Western Science for the last 50 years or more. 121 
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Fauci flaunts real SCIENCE—Trump is right again. Fauci likes to 122 
call himself science, but he is more like SCIENCE FICTION. 123 
All western science before COVID concluded MASKS DO NOT 124 
BLOCK VIRIONS, and are not a viable public policy to mitigate 125 
the spread of a virus — this is the same Science FAUCI reflected 126 
when he explained to some Obama admin personnel preparing for 127 
a trip abroad — and ADVISED them not to wear masks because 128 
THEY DON'T BLOCK A VIRUS — he said, a virus is TOO 129 
SMALL and passes through the type of mask you buy at a 130 
pharmacy. Do you understand how wretched these people are? 131 
Look at the children being forced to play outside wearing these 132 
foul, disease trapping face diapers — get them off our kids.  133 
Some of you want to walk around with a bacteria trap covering 134 
your face — that's your business — PLEASE, GET THEM OFF OF 135 
YOUR CHILDREN. 136 
And every lousy government doctor should be sued for malpractice 137 
and every lousy government official that pushed this should be 138 
tried for malfeasance — and the Big Tech fact checkers should be 139 
sued for criminal conspiracy to perpetrate fraud.  140 
Hey, doctor know it all, hey, doctor "I AM SCIENCE" NAME the 141 
STUDY that proves the masks reduced the spread of COVID. 142 
Name it! Why don't these news people do their jobs. CHALLENGE 143 
these quacks! Fauci Fulvous Whistling DUCK — [INSERT 144 
QUACKING DUCKS] 145 
There is this guy, I forget his name, he is a millionaire who offered 146 
two million dollars to anyone who can prove one thing that the 147 
CDC or the WHO got right in this pandemic. No takers! 148 
We were told the COVID-19 disease was going to kill millions in 149 
America — it turns out there is a 99.97% general recovery rate 150 
from COVID, and above 95% recovery for those ranked most 151 
vulnerable — 65+. You know, these recovery rates give little 152 
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comfort to the precious families who have lost loved ones to this 153 
cruel killer. Nevertheless, we must maintain perspective. 154 
It's deadly for the very old and for those who are obese or suffer 155 
other mortal diseases: it's virtually zero for children.  156 
So what is really going on with this "pandemic"? We are getting 157 
closer to the truth every day: very interesting news coming out 158 
about this. Stay tuned!  159 
Let's talk to a REAL DOCTOR. 160 
Dr. Peter McCullough is professor of medicine at Texas A & M 161 
College of Medicine — I think he teaches on the Baylor Dallas 162 
campus. He is an Internist (which is among the most rigorous 163 
disciplines in the medical profession), additionally he is a 164 
cardiologist, and epidemiologist, a widely published doctor and has 165 
extensive experience treating COVID-19 — yes! TREATING IT! 166 
Successfully, reducing the time patients suffer from symptoms by 167 
85%, reducing the number of hospitalizations and deaths. 168 
And isn't helping the sick the GOAL of any doctor worth his or her 169 
salt. Not these quacks, which tell a COVID infected patient, "GO 170 
HOME UNTIL YOU ARE SICKER" — then come back, so we can 171 
stick you on the VENTILATOR — (and get our fat bonus from the 172 
government). 173 
Laura Inghram is following these developments—she has had Dr. 174 
McCullough on her show, and has had him back to help him 175 
inform the American people, because the illegitimate government 176 
doctors and the illegitimate government media (MSM, and Big 177 
Tech) are in service to the illegitimate DEEP STATE government 178 
and they are colluding to keep the truth from the American people. 179 
So, it's up to us! 180 
Yikes — I ran out of time for this segment. I'll pick it up on the 181 
other side. You are going to want to hear what Dr. McCullough has 182 
to say about what's really going on with this pandemic. 183 
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I might not get to the Devils — well, maybe tonight during my 184 
livestream. 185 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 186 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 187 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 188 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 189 
liberty. 190 
Jesus demonstrated the POWER OF THE KINDOM OF GOD over 191 
DEVILS and DISEASES — we need a VISIT from the KINGDOM 192 
OF GOD — Jesus cast our a devil or a disease, and sometimes these 193 
are connected — the DISEASE comes from the DEVILs — like 194 
today, the DEVILS of the CCP with their DEMONcrat operatives 195 
here, concocted this DISEASE that is destroying our lives—but you 196 
need not fear, Christian. You have POWER over the DEVILS and 197 
their DISEASES. Trust GOD! 198 
We are looking at what Dr. McCullough revealed in an interview 199 
with some German attorneys who are pursuing legal action against 200 
the DEVILS that have pushed this DISEASE onto the world. 201 
I gave his bona fides already, but for those just now tuning in—Dr. 202 
McCullough is a medical doctor, an Internist, cardiologist, and 203 
epidemiologist, who practices in Texas and is professor of 204 
Medicine at Texas A & M — much published, respected and is 205 
willing to put his creds against any of the "establishment doctors." 206 
He has had a great deal of experience working with COVID 207 
patients.  208 
So, this guy has looked at the data and concluded WE KNOW 209 
THIS IS BIO TERRORISM. 210 
As this story unfolded, I said, well, the big questions are where did 211 
this thing originate, is it man made, and was it released by accident 212 
or on purpose. 213 
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Well, the first question has been answered. A whistleblower from 214 
within the W.H.O. has revealed that three researches in the Wuhan 215 
lab became sick and in the hospital it was determined they had 216 
been infected with what came to be identified as SARS-CoV-2 and 217 
developed the disease caused by that virus that came to be called 218 
COVID-19.  219 
This source testified that the leader of the lab work, under the CCP, 220 
by the way, was hurried away from the lab to return to Beijing. 221 
They shut down their website, and began implementing travel 222 
restrictions within China — but NOT INTERNATIONAL travel. 223 
They went into full COVER UP mode. 224 
Oddly, however, we have learned from some blood samples that 225 
some COVID-19 cases showed up in the US before the famed 226 
China traveler appeared with symptoms in Washington State in 227 
mid January.1 I think he travelled from Wuhan to his home in 228 
Seattle. But the NIH has recently reported evidence that COVID-229 
19 was circulating in States across the US as early as December 230 
2019. These seven blood samples where they found the virus—were 231 
any of these people in Wuhan? Were any of these people in contact 232 
with the Wuhan Seattle man? I read another report that placed it 233 
earlier; in Italy they discovered it was appearing as early as 234 
September 2019.2 235 
Then we learned that Fauci was funding gain of function research 236 
on bat virus specifically working to enhance its transmissibility, 237 
and to create a SARS bat virus that would facilitate human to 238 
human transmission. You see, the H1N1 was not efficient in 239 
human to human transmission. Okay, let's work harder. SARS-240 
CoV-1 — bummer, once again, not very efficient for human-to-241 

                                     
1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/jemimamcevoy/2021/06/15/covid-was-circulating-in-the-us-weeks-before-first-documented-infection-
nih-study-suggests/?sh=41b9e86d6734 https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/15/health/covid-19-in-us-in-december/index.html 
https://news.yahoo.com/covid-circulating-five-us-states-140726958.html 
2 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/virus-may-have-been-spreading-earlier-than-thought-could-reshape-history-of-the-
pandemic-study 
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human transmission. They were getting it to move from animal to 242 
human, but human-to-human was not working out too well. 243 
Then they had a break through. They found a way to make a SARS 244 
virus that would efficiently move from human to human — yipee! 245 
Oh boy! And then it jumped the control lab into humans and off it 246 
went. 247 
So the question of origin—answered! The question of whether it's 248 
man-made or naturally occurring—answered! But, what about the 249 
question of whether it was accidentally released or purposely 250 
released? 251 
It would appear the WHO insider is either trying to protect CCP 252 
from exposure — which is entirely possible! Or the informant is 253 
telling the truth and what happened is, according to some looking 254 
closely at all of this, the GATES Conspiracy — to DEPOPULATE 255 
the planet — saw an opportunity, and the GLOBALISTS who want 256 
to crash and burn the world governments so they can erect their 257 
TOWER OF BABEL and establish their dream for a one world 258 
government. They have been planning this for at least ten years — 259 
and 2021 was supposed to be launch year for event 201 — no time 260 
to explain right now. 261 
But there is a sinking feeling developing in my gut that while CCP 262 
was certainly complicit in all of this—forces in the US Deep State 263 
leaped on to this mishap—because, like Obama's friend and 264 
colleague in crime, Rahm Immanuel said, "a crisis is a terrible thing 265 
to waste" — well, actually, that was the original phrase coined by 266 
Winston Churchill in the mid 1940s approaching WWII.3  267 
Dr. McCullough hinted at his knowledge of the information we 268 
have already looked at from Infowars Alex Jones — that these guys 269 
planned this out to the proverbial T (an expression with roots in 270 
Scripture — Jesus said not a jot or a "tittle" would be lost from the 271 
                                     
3 https://kloudlearn.medium.com/never-waste-a-good-crisis-8018c7d93e17 
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Scripture — and the expression to the tittle was used to speak of 272 
something perfectly and totally prepared and done. Later, this was 273 
reduced to "to the T"). 274 
So, when they either got the cue up from Beijing that it was time to 275 
launch, or when they heard about the "mishap" at the Wuhan lab, 276 
they went into motion. They contacted WHO and began putting 277 
pressure on them to declare the virus an EMERGENCY of 278 
GLOBAL CONCERN — and contacted Drusden to go to work on 279 
his PCR test to test for COVID. Actually, he already had it ready—280 
but they needed to cover that! They had to get rid of the original 281 
inventor of the PCR test because he already made statements to the 282 
effect that it is not a credible diagnostic, for reasons we've 283 
explained in an earlier show — coming up on my time, here. So, in 284 
August of 2019, they got him out of the way. Anyway, when 285 
Drusden came out with his PCR based SARS-CoV-2 test, they set 286 
the magnification to 40-45, which guaranteed a huge number of 287 
false positives (by the way, after they stole the election, they 288 
reduced the cycles to 25—so the number of false positives dropped 289 
precipitously, allowing them to tout their "mitigation strategies" 290 
were successful). 291 
Then comes the vaccines—and everyone is wondering what in the 292 
world is going on? A virus that has a 99.97% recovery rate 293 
generally, a 95.7% recovery rate among those deemed at risk, a 294 
virtual zero rate of death for children—and a disease for which 295 
there are KNOWN THERAPEUTICS, effective treatments, at a 296 
time when we have by all TRUE science accounts reach virtual 297 
natural immunity—wither because they have been exposed, or 298 
have sufficient immunity to beat it off, or have been vaccinated—299 
THERE IS ZERO NEED FOR VACCINATIONS right now, with 300 
the possible exception of the elderly, or others at risk— 301 
But the PUSH to get everyone vaccinated is weird—it's very 302 
Orwellian, it's all strange—I mean they are begging, and 303 
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blackmailing, and bribing people to take the shot—or get the jab—304 
it's raising suspicions. And why were they pushing so hard for our 305 
black neighbors to get the jab? What's that about? And why, after 306 
they wiped out a significant number of our elderly by sending them 307 
to their deaths in nursing homes ill equipped to handle COVID 308 
positive residents—having been told this was dangerous—309 
Newsome, Whitmer, Wolf, and CUOMO — murderers — now 310 
they want to vaccinate the children— 311 
In Toronto, it's getting so bizarre, some nurses seduced a gang of 312 
children away from their parents offering some ice cream, and 313 
keeping the parents away, they jabbed these kids with the vaccine 314 
— Canada is off the rails! I think they are going to want to establish 315 
a CONSTITUTION and BILL OF RIGHTS when this is over. 316 
You do know that in Canada the government grants your rights to 317 
you? 318 
So the vaccine is quickly becoming the focus and it's looking 319 
increasingly like the vaccine was the end game! The POINT was get 320 
everybody vaccinated. First and foremost, you need to know that 321 
the VACCINES, none of them, are FDA approved. 322 
This is an experimental vaccine — NO ONE CAN FORCE YOU 323 
TO PARTICIPATE IN AN EXPERIMENTAL MEDICAL 324 
TREATMENT. The Nuremberg Code—you don't need to buy 325 
some phony doctors' release, or get any doctor to give you one. 326 
YOU HAVE THE INALIENABLE RIGHT ENDOWED TO YOU 327 
BY YOUR CREATOR to refuse to allow anyone to stick something 328 
into your body without your full and INFORMED CONSENT. 329 
And people are getting hurt by these vaccines. There have been 330 
5000 reported deaths so far. But we have another whistleblower, 331 
this one from within the CDC who is telling us that the number is 332 
much higher. As much as 10 times higher. Dr. McCullough is 333 
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telling us he fears the number can be closer to 50k in the USA have 334 
died in an event related to the vaccination.  335 
So, we have a virus that was manufactured in a lab in China under 336 
the auspices of the CCP — and we have a suspicious release of this 337 
virus into the general population — and we have all these CCP 338 
connected doctors telling us this virus is super deadly, when it's 339 
super deadly only to people at high risk, but the HYPE got 340 
everybody ready for the JAB — and now they are pushing the 341 
vaccinations like nothing I've ever seen — I've never seen anything 342 
like this, and EVERYTHING IN ME SAYS there is a SCAM going 343 
down.  344 
These doctors, Dr. McCullough, and his colleagues, are telling us 345 
you do not need to fear the virus, but you'd better be concerned 346 
about this vaccine.  347 
The CDC was overwhelmed with the number of what are called 348 
break through cases of COVID — that's a situation where someone 349 
who has had the vaccine ends up contracting COVID anyway. 350 
There is always some of that, but in this case the numbers were so 351 
much — they decided they would no longer count break through 352 
cases unless it led hospitalization or death. 353 
I've got to close, but I'll be developing some more of this tonight in 354 
the VISIT — it's called Comfort & Counsel for the Present Distress, 355 
it's a live-stream visit, much more casual, and interactive, at least 356 
you can ask a question or make a statement and interact a little 357 
with the group that gathers for the visit. 358 
But I must finish with this — friend, you do not need to be afraid. I 359 
know, I know — they are talking about vaccinated people shedding 360 
the nanoparticle that can be breathed in — this nanoparticle 361 
delivers the spike protein that is the pathogen of this virus—I'm hip 362 
to it all! Waiting for a Lindell absolute proof type expose on this 363 
but I'm sure it's coming. But we do not need to be afraid. 364 
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Fear is the enemies objective — when you start responding to all or 365 
any of this in fear — they can steer you into the behaviors they 366 
want. That's right! Tyrants steer the masses by the steering wheel of 367 
fear. Jesus said FEAR NOT! I am with YOU! 368 
Jesus is KING and He declared that when the KINGDOM OF 369 
GOD is come upon you, the POWER of the KINGDOM to 370 
command devils and heal diseases is PRESENT. 371 
I'll speak to this this Sunday as part of my Father's Day message. 372 
You are gonna love it. 373 
Today, I only got to the diseases — during my live stream visit, I'll 374 
talk about the devils! 375 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 376 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 377 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 378 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 379 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 380 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 381 
lights off? 382 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 383 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 384 
email. 385 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 386 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 387 


